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It is an exciting time to live, work, and play in Detroit!
Our economy is growing at an incredible rate and the Detroit Economic Growth
Corporation is playing a lead role in driving this investment in a sustainable
and thoughtful way. Between 2006 - 2012, Detroit had $1.5B in new private
investments; over the following two years we experienced an additional $2.6B in
new investments. Our recovery and revitalization is undeniable. From London
to Shanghai and Seattle to Miami, Detroit is on the lips of companies looking
for expansion opportunities, real estate investors and developers that want to
do catalytic projects, and entrepreneurs seeking a welcoming community. The
question now is how we leverage that momentum to build a sustainable, robust,
and inclusive economy. The DEGC has been at the forefront of driving economic
progress as the City’s official economic development partner for over 35 years.
Detroit is at a unique crossroads. Global investors are beginning to see market
evidence which demonstrates what we’ve always known, Detroit is a great investment with world class people,
infrastructure, and assets. Concomitantly, local Detroiters are exploiting new opportunities in the city through
initiatives such as Motor City Match and the D2D program. Now more than ever, laser focus is required on
the things that matter to position the city for sustainable growth. Mayor Duggan has provided exemplary
leadership in ensuring that city government performs. Meanwhile, our boards and investors continue to
provide us with funding and insights that allow us to develop thoughtful and effective strategies and programs.
We are working diligently to design and implement innovative solutions that drive investments and create
jobs. Now is the time to reengage, coordinate, and partner more comprehensively than ever. This action plan
clarifies what we do, how we do it, and provides tangible metrics for monitoring progress.
Our 2014 Progress Report highlighted the many companies, large and small, that we have been able to directly
assist, driving over $500M in investment and 4,700 new and retained jobs to the city last year. This Action Plan
provides concrete steps that the DEGC staff will take in partnership with a host of partners to further advance
Detroit’s economy.
We have reorganized our staff and refined our work to ensure that our economy continues to advance and
that everyone can participate in our burgeoning prosperity. In keeping with our philosophy of transparency,
we deemed it essential to share more detail around how we will promote the city and deliver our core services.
This Action Plan outlines the work that will guide each of the divisions within the DEGC for 2016 and provides
clear performance metrics to align the expectations of our diverse stakeholders.
Performance measures are an important part of our work. The amount of investment made, the number of jobs
produced and retained, the number of Detroit-based businesses we support, and our ability to communicate
Detroit’s economic competitiveness matter. This Action Plan clarifies our work, provides sound metrics for
accountability, and increases our transparency.
Unfortunately, we don’t control all of the factors that determine business investment decisions which can make
measuring our work difficult. Nevertheless, we have a clear responsibility to be good stewards of our limited
resources, leverage partner relationships, and diligently work to secure the best future for Detroit.
New opportunities exist today that warrant different strategies and approaches. We’ve outlined some of the
new ways that the DEGC will be working to secure Detroit’s economic future. We welcome your questions,
feedback, and partnership.
It is an exciting time to be leading economic development in Detroit.
Build your dream here!

Rodrick T. Miller, President & CEO
DEGC
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DEGC Vision:
Be the leading economic development
and jobs organization for the City of
Detroit, leveraging our expertise and
innovation to advance a sustainable,
robust, and inclusive economy.

DEGC Mission:
To design and implement innovative
solutions that drive investment, create
jobs in and advance the economy of the
City of Detroit through public and private
sector collaborations.

DEGC Top Priorities for 2016
DEGC has served as the nonprofit economic development agency for
the City of Detroit since it was founded in 1978. In concert with Mayor
Mike Duggan’s administration, it continues to serve as the lead agency
for job creation. We do this by delivering corporate attraction, business
retention and expansion initiatives, small business programs, and real
estate development projects and strategies. This work is undergirded by
our project management expertise, strategy and research support and
marketing and communication tactics. For 2016, our top priorities include
the following:

Serve as the Lead Agency on Commercial,
Industrial, and Retail Development in Detroit
• Establish priorities for catalytic, industrial, commercial, and retail
development throughout Detroit
• Work closely with partners to leverage real estate in a way that promotes
the highest and best use of properties

Drive Long-Term Economic Sustainability and
Results for Detroit
• Lead on behalf of the City of Detroit, with input from other partners, the
development of a strategic economic development plan
• Strengthen DEGC’s corporate attraction program
• Strengthen DEGC’s programs to support and encourage small business,
local business, and entrepreneurship

Pursue Organizational Excellence
• Increase communication, both internally and externally, around scope of
work and key initiatives
• Reposition brand of DEGC
• Raise the profile of DEGC
• Improve interaction and engagement with stakeholders
• Develop clear and begin execution of fundraising strategy and program
• Reorganize the agency to provide greater role clarity

Corporate
Attraction
DEGC will advance an aggressive
corporate attraction strategy that will
help deliver high value jobs and capital
investment to the city and its residents.
Our plan includes leveraging the
tools and resources from the Strategy
and Research and Marketing and
Communications divisions to promote
Detroit’s competitive advantage and
reinforce the city’s position as a next
generation business location.

2016 Action Items
• Identify and recruit qualified leads within our target industries (advanced
manufacturing, professional services/corporate headquarters, transportation
and logistics, and innovation and technology) to help create jobs and
investment in Detroit, so that we can build a clear and understandable
pipeline for investment.
• Be an advocate and facilitator for companies by connecting them to other
resources, shepherding them through state and city processes, connecting
them to local incentives, if needed, and providing site selection support.
• Expand DEGC’s presence at trade shows to increase exposure to decision
makers for corporate relocations and expansion.
• Leverage prospector relationships and contract with a third party firm to
generate qualified leads in targeted markets and sectors.
• Work in partnership with the Strategy and Research team to build business
cases for Detroit that can be used in attraction efforts.

2016 Metrics
• Number of new jobs created
• Dollar value of capital investment secured
• Average annual wage of all net new jobs for DEGC-facilitated projects
• Amount of square footage activated

Business
Retention and
Expansion (BRE)
DEGC will leverage existing and seek
opportunities to create new business
retention and expansion tools to
support existing businesses and help key
employers in their efforts to expand and
grow in Detroit. Successful execution will
encourage continued investment in the
city through the growth of the existing
business base and improve our own
ability to leverage the City’s assets in our
economic development strategies.

2016 Action Items
• Conduct one-on-one meetings with Detroit employers to assist them in
growing in the city and prevent them from exiting the market.
• Refine DEGC programs and assistance to reflect market realities.
• Be an advocate and facilitator for companies by connecting them to other
resources, shepherding them through state and city processes, connecting
them to local incentives, if needed, and providing site selection support.
• Use BRE information and resources to assess the health and vitality of existing
businesses.
• Enhance the DEGC’s existing early warning system for at-risk companies.
• Work with partners on establishing skill and talent pipelines and sustainable
training solutions that address employer needs and provide opportunities for
Detroit residents, in alignment with Mayor Duggan’s workforce development
vision.

2016 Metrics
• Number of new jobs created
• Dollar value of capital investment secured
• Average annual wage of all net new jobs for DEGC-facilitated projects
• Percentage of minority, women, and minority women owned businesses assisted
• Amount of square footage proposed

Small Business
DEGC will retool and re-launch its small
business program in order to deliver
a more cohesive strategy that best
leverages Detroit’s rich entrepreneurial
ecosystem and past investments in
specific small business programs.
Through this work, we will amplify
opportunities for small business growth
in Detroit.

2016 Action Items
• Retool and relaunch the small business team and our approach in order to
transition from the delivery of siloed small business programs to a cohesive
strategy that strengthens Detroit’s existing small businesses and grows
new ones. Create a streamlined referral and tracking system to support
small business partners throughout the city and enhance the networks
and connectivity between those partners to better serve Detroit’s rich
entrepreneurial ecosystem.
• Grow the D2D Buyers Council, increase the number of Pre-Rehabilitation
Opportunity (PRO) sessions, and expand small and medium enterprise
participants to deliver even greater widespread results.
• Continue to provide quality support for Motor City Match, Mayor Duggan’s
signature small business program. This program will stimulate growth
along commercial corridors throughout city neighborhoods through new
business investment.
• Achieve specific programmatic goals associated with the Green Grocer
Project, NEIdeas, and REVOLVE Detroit.

2016 Metrics
• Number of small businesses assisted
• Number of new jobs created
• Dollar value of capital investment secured
• Dollar value of new Detroit contracts secured
• Percentage of minority, women, and minority women owned businesses
assisted

Real Estate and
Financial Services
DEGC will leverage its longstanding real
estate and deal-structuring expertise to
support the City of Detroit in achieving
its land disposition goals, while working
collaboratively to develop new real
estate and land assembly strategies
that can support our collective business
development, employment district, and
neighborhood development goals. In
addition, we will leverage DEGC’s financing
tools with those of partners, including
other development incentives and tax
abatements, to increase the pipeline of

2016 Action Items
• Position DEGC as the go-to source for information and financial analysis on
commercial, industrial, and mixed-use real estate opportunities.
• Establish a real estate round table that consists of real estate decision makers to
proactively engage them in development opportunities for publicly owned land.
• Identify real estate opportunities that will be marketed to developers interested
in the City of Detroit in order to increase the supply of high-quality and
attractive commercial and industrial space.
• Build a team that will take the lead in disposing and evaluating offers for the sale
of major real estate assets that are owned by the City in coordination with the
Mayor’s Office, the Detroit Building Authority (DBA) and The Detroit Alliance.
• Develop a comprehensive land assembly strategy to enable high impact job
creation in concert with the Detroit Land Bank Authority and DBA.
• Assume a leadership role in educating neighborhood focused developers on
development strategies for mixed-use and commercial development.
• Continue to support the efforts of the City of Detroit, Invest Detroit and other
economic development partners to increase development capital available for
investment in the city.

Real Estate and Financial
Services (continued)
commercial, retail, office, hotel and
entertainment, industrial and mixeduse developments in the City of Detroit.
Through this work, we will help unlock
the potential for economic growth
through our community’s underutilized
real estate assets.

• Manage DEGC’s loan portfolio in a way that continues to minimize risks and
supports growing businesses in the City.
• Utilize the DEGC’s economic impact model to demonstrate the City’s
return on investment for each deal done and negotiate the appropriate
community benefits that will be included in the transaction.

2016 Metrics
• Number of proposals analyzed for development
• Dollar value of capital investment secured
• Amount of square footage activated
• Number of loans approved

Project
Management
DEGC will apply its project management
experience and expertise across the
organization’s many projects and
initiatives in order to facilitate private
sector investments by responding to
business and developer needs, whether it
is streetscapes, infrastructure, or working
with the Real Estate and Financial
Services team to provide real estate
transaction assistance. Through this work
and often over a longtime horizon, the
Project Management Group will deliver
comprehensive redevelopment initiatives
that support the City’s economic
development strategies.

2016 Action Items
• Further ready I-94 Industrial Park, a 140 acre area near I-75 and I-94, for
commercial and industrial development, which will be marketed by DEGC’s
Business Development and Real Estate teams. Continue to facilitate property
purchases, demolition, site clearing, and infrastructure improvements.
• Develop a strategy and implementation plan to optimize the Mt. Elliott
District’s potential as a global hub for manufacturing and logistics companies.
• Coordinate with the Small Business division to successfully execute Motor City
Match by providing building assessment services to program participants and
supporting their design-build needs.
• Monitor progress and facilitate regulatory approvals for the development of
the $450 million Detroit Events and Entertainment Center.
• Support implementation of the redevelopment strategy outlined by the City
of Detroit for the East Riverfront District by adding mixed use, medium density,
primarily residential development, and public access.
• Drive new solutions for storm water management systems that complement
the work of the Detroit Water and Sewer Department (DWSD) and build a less
expensive alternative for commercial property owners to convey roof and
parking lot storm water.
• Serve as project facilitator and fiduciary for LINK Detroit and Inner Circle
Greenway, two non-motorized public space projects, including completing
the schematic design for the Inner Circle Greenway.
• Provide coordination and support for utility relocation and planned
infrastructure improvements, among other things, at the City’s request.
• Serve as project facilitator for Gordie Howe International Bridge. This includes
assisting with land acquisition, utility relocation, permitting and partnering
with BRE team to assist impacted businesses.

2016 Metrics
• Dollar value of infrastructure projects
• Percentage of on budget projects as a whole of all projects managed
• Amount of square footage served by construction management

Strategy and
Research
Strategy and research provides critical
program direction, market data,
benchmarking, and analysis to elucidate
and clarify the investment opportunities
in Detroit. DEGC will provide the internal
strategy and research infrastructure
to provide the foundation to support
the economic growth goals of the city,
consistently communicate market findings
, and develop and advance new strategies.
This new division will establish best
practices, provide context for investment
decisions, and support all divisions within
the DEGC with the strategy and research
tools needed to succeed.

Marketing and
Communications
DEGC will enhance its marketing and
communications infrastructure to better
support its key goals and strategies.
DEGC’s goal is to help amplify Detroit’s
story both locally and nationally in order
to attract more people and investment
to the city. Telling our story widely to help
increase understanding of the economic
opportunities in Detroit and DEGC’s
role in advancing it, will not only help us
attract more investment in Detroit but
also attract additional financial support
for the organization. This may include
increased media relations, seeking
awards and recognitions, and increasing
the audience and reach of our marketing
and communications vehicles.

2016 Action Items
• Build DEGC’s internal research infrastructure, including data libraries and
partnerships, staffing, and processes. This infrastructure will undergird our
work with solid evidence and support DEGC in responding efficiently and
persuasively to site selectors, business prospects and investors.
• Develop a research publication to further promote Detroit’s economy.
• Develop industry business cases which support the DEGC business
attraction strategy. These business cases will be fundamental tools for the
organization in making the case for investment in Detroit.
• Identify, clarify, and regularly communicate Detroit economic realities, and
share DEGC’s programs to increase public awareness of what’s happening
in the city and what economic opportunities are available. We will reinforce
the positive narrative to corporate and real estate decision makers, citizens,
and policymakers through consistent communication of relevant data.

2016 Metrics
• Number of research, industry case, and other publications produced or
supported

2016 Action Items
• Reposition DEGC’s brand to better reflect its current direction and focus
and Detroit’s market realities.
• Launch a new website; develop and execute a social media strategy;
improve segmentation of communications vehicles to targeted audiences.
• Support the investment strategies developed by Corporate Attraction, BRE,
Real Estate and Financial Services or Small Business teams with appropriate
communications strategies and marketing collateral.

2016 Metrics
• Audience reach of earned media
• Number of media mentions
• Average number of organic impressions

Internal
Operations
DEGC’s Internal Operations (IO) division
makes the organization run. The
department encompasses Accounting,
Human Resources, Information
Technology, Finance and Loan Servicing,
Legal, and Administration components
of the organization. IO makes it possible
for everyone at the DEGC to do their jobs
by making sure the bills are paid, reports
are filed, computers are running, loans
are being collected, contracts are well
written and enforceable, payroll is met,
receivables are collected and anything
else that is necessary for the other
areas of the organization to make their
deals, manage their projects, build that
next revenue generator for the City, or
relocate that next business.

2016 Action Items
• Position the DEGC for leadership by ensuring that the back office is up and
running to allow for the other divisions of the organization to perform at
maximum capacity.
• Support DEGC leadership in fundraising and revenue enhancement efforts,
specifically “fee for service” projects.
• Continue to provide high quality in-house legal counsel across all divisions
and the entities that the DEGC administers. Having a single point of
contact for legal matters has resulted in cost savings and efficiency to the
organization.
• Meet deadlines and produce unqualified opinions for audits for the DEGC
and all of the entities we administer.
• Measure revenues and expenses against our budget and maintain minimal
variances.

FY15/16 Metrics
• 100% unqualified opinions on all entity audits
• Amount of corporate funding raised

Board
Administration
DEGC’s Board Administration division
provides timely, efficient, streamlined and
effective oversight and administration
to several public authority boards. These
boards provide an array of financial
and other tools that fuel the engine
for economic development to occur in
the City of Detroit. DEGC provides staff
services to the following entities on behalf
of the City of Detroit:
• Downtown Development Authority
(DDA) – supports private investment
and business growth within the central
business district using a combination of
property taxes, grants, and other funds.
• Detroit Brownfield Redevelopment
Authority (DBRA) – supports the
redevelopment of blighted, obsolete,
contaminated, and historic resource
properties through captured state and
local property tax reimbursements
and grant and loan programs that
can be used for specific cleanup and
development efforts.
• Economic Development Corporation
(EDC) – supports private investment
and business growth within the
neighborhoods throughout the city of
Detroit using land acquisition and a
combination of taxes, loans, grants, and
other funds, including bonds.
• Neighborhood Development
Corporation (NDC) – supports private
investment and development of housing
within the NDC project area commonly
referred to as Jefferson Village.
• Local Development Finance Authority
(LDFA) – provides financial incentives to
industrial and technological development
projects via tax increment financing.
• Eight Mile/Woodward Corridor
Improvement Authority (EMWCIA) –
provides financial incentives in an area
around the intersection of Eight Mile Rd.
and Woodward Ave.

2016 Action Items
• Continue to strengthen relationships with Detroit City Council Members
by being responsive and proactive in addressing issues related to public
authority budget and project approvals.
• Work with Internal Operations division to prepare operating budgets for
the public authorities and corporations and present to their respective
boards.
• Secure tax incremental revenue capture from collecting agencies for all
DEGC-staffed tax increment revenue authorities.
• Convene and lead discussions and strategy development on critical
economic development policy issues.
• Partner with the City of Detroit to create the Next Michigan Development
Corporation as permitted by state statute.
• Support legislation that increases the competitiveness of diverse
infrastructure assets in the Detroit region.
• Successfully manage all board and committee functions in compliance
with the appropriate statutes.

2016 Metrics
• Number of projects approved
• Number of new jobs created
• Dollar value of capital investment secured

2016 Metrics
METRIC

THRESHOLD

TARGET

STRETCH

Number of new jobs created

1,300

2,100

4,800

Dollar value of capital investment secured

$75M

$230M

$650M

$24,877

$42,120

$54,330

2M

2.5M

4M

Average annual wage of all net new jobs for DEGC-facilitated projects1
Amount of square footage proposed
Percentage of minority owned businesses assisted

25%

Percentage of women owned businesses assisted

15%

Percentage of minority women owned businesses assisted

10%

Number of businesses assisted

1,875

2,125

2,350

Number of small businesses assisted

1,800

2,000

2,200

Dollar value of infrastructure projects

$13.5M

$15M

$20M

80%

90%

100%

700K SF

800K SF

1M SF

2

5

7

Audience reach of earned media mentions

3.5B

4.2B

4.9B

Number of media mentions

2,000

2,400

2,800

Average number of organic impressions

5,500

6,000

6,500

Dollar value of new Detroit contracts secured

$50M

$75M

$100M

Percentage of unqualified audit opinions

100%

100%

100%

Corporate funding raised

$400K

$600K

$1M

Percentage of on-budget projects as a whole of all projects managed
Amount of square footage served by construction management
Number of research, industry case, and other publications produced or supported

Average wage targets established via Massachusetts Institute of Technology Living Wage calculator
(annual wage based on 2080 hours per year): http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/26163

1

Two Adults (both working) and One Child (threshold)

$11.96/hour

Two Adults (one working) and One Child (target)

$20.25/hour

One Adult and Two Children (stretch)

$26.12/hour

Fiscal Year
15/16 Budget

SOURCES BUDGET

2015-16 BUDGET

City Contract

867,000

(July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016)

Public Authorities

3,705,000

Foundation Funding

1,449,000

Fee for Services

299,000

Private Sector

425,000

Other Income

55,000

Budget Deficit

0

TOTAL REVENUE

6,800,000

USES
Personnel

5,422,700

Contract Services

269,000

Travel/Meetings & Marketing

294,700

Rent/Utilities/Insurance

438,500

Equipment

237,500

Other

137,600

TOTAL EXPENSES

6,800,000
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